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INTRODUCTION
An organic producer of significant importance
yet almost completely undiscovered, La
Lomellina was the first estate to plant Cortese
grapes in the region of Gavi, with nearly five
hundred years of history.
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HISTORY & PHILOSOPHY
As reported by some epigraphs of the early XIX century, the Cortese grape
had been cultivated at La Lomellina for more than two hundred years. The
best parcels for growing vines were identified by expert personnel, and today
their vineyards still lie on the original sites. Despite nearly five hundred years
of history, the most important development for La Lomellina Estate came in the
1890s when the Lomellini family sold the estate to Raffaele De Ferrari, Duke of
Galliera. Several years later the estate changed hands once more, purchased
by Count Marchese Edilio Raggio, a wealthy and energetic entrepreneur
who shortly after purchasing the estate decided to expanded the property’s
vineyards and land. Little did he know the importance he would have for the
local community when he introduced the first Cortese vineyards in the region.
For the years that followed La Lomellina was little more than a country residence
for the family and a grape grower to some of the regions more famous wine
producers. Then, in 2006, Emanuela Croce Raggio decided to restore her family’s
estate to its former glory, renovating the mansion and further expanding the
vineyards to cover 16 hectares. Upon completion of this project, Emanuela also
decided to create the family’s first proprietary brand “Marchese Raggio” named
after her ancestor who first planted Cortese grapes in Gavi.
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VINEYARDS & ESTATE
The estate is entirely pesticide-free, and all the activities
performed in the vineyard respect the biological cycle
of the vine across the different seasons. They use the
Guyot pruning system, and prune the vines in February
and March, during the late winter dormancy. Their
aim is to constantly improve the quality of their vines
while at the same time protecting the environment.
Effective canopy management is key for the estate, allowing
them to greatly reduce treatments against fungal disease,
and in highly productive years, excess bunches are removed
to reduce yields and raise quality. Ultimately the estate
practices a low-impact viticulture, is in biological conversion,
and will be certified organic in the 2019 harvest.
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WINEMAKING & THE WINEMAKER
Once the estate’s grapes reach a perfect balance of sugars, aromatics and
acidity, the bunches are hand harvested, placed in 20 kg crates, and brought
to the winery. There, the grapes are cooled down and then softly pressed.
Once fermentation is complete, the wine is transferred again into stainless steel
tanks, where it is kept at the low temperature of 8-10°C. Frequent batonnage
is carried out, to increase the richness and aromatic complexity of the wine.
The oenologist supervises the vinification process throughout, regularly tasting
the wine to establish the moment when it is ready to be bottled. Generally,
this is between 6 and 8 months after the harvest, but their wines will spend
at least 3 to 4 months aging in bottle before being released to market.
Winemaker Claudio Dacasto is affectionately known by the estate’s team as ‘the hero’.
Down to earth, humble and a true perfectionist, he is ever present in the winemaking
process, yet maintains an ‘incognito’ persona.
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RANGE

Marchese Raggio, Gavi del Commune di Gavi DOCG

Marchese Raggio, “Oro” Gavi del Commune di Gavi DOCG

Marchese Raggio, “Old Année” Gavi del Commune di Gavi DOCG
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